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Quantitative Analysis 1999-02-22 written in a lecture format with solved problems at the end of each chapter this
book surveys quantitative modeling and decision analysis techniques it serves to familiarize the reader with
quantitative techniques utilized in planning and optimizing complex systems as well as students experiencing the
subject for the first time it can be used by students of business and public administration without a background in
calculus as well as engineers with significant scientific training it allows the reader to comprehend the material
through examples and problems and also demonstrates the value and shortcomings of many methods quantitative
analysis an introduction developed out of the author s experience teaching the material to students at the
university of california los angeles california state university northridge and the university of southern california los
angeles
Using Stata for Quantitative Analysis 2012 using stata for quantitative analysis is an applied self teaching resource
it is written in such a way that a reader with no experience with statistical software can sit down and be working
with data in a very short amount of time the author proposes to teach the language of stata from an intuitive
perspective furthering students overall retention using many screen shots from stata to guide students
Quantitative Analysis Management 1997 quantitative methods for business the a z of qm will enable readers to
appreciate the significance of quantitative methods for businesses and the study of business understand and apply
a wide range of quantitative techniques select appropriate quantitative techniques for data analysis problem
solving and decision making interpret and communicate the results of quantitative analysis
Quantitative Analysis for Management 1985 were you looking for the book with access to mylab math global this
product is the book alone and does not come with access to mylab math global students if mylab math global is a
recommended mandatory component of the course please ask your instructor for the correct isbn and course id
mylab math global should only be purchased when required by an instructor instructors contact your pearson
representative for more information there s no doubt that a manager s job is getting tougher do it better do it faster
do it cheaper are the pressures every manager faces and at the heart of every manager s job is decision making
deciding what to do and how to do it this well respected text looks at how quantitative analysis techniques can be
used effectively to support such decision making as a manager developing a good understanding of the quantitative
analysis techniques at your disposal is crucial knowing how and when to use them and what their results really
mean can be the difference between making a good or bad decision and ultimately between business success and
failure appealing both to students on introductory level courses and to mba and postgraduate students this
internationally successful text provides an accessible introduction to a subject area that students often find difficult
quantitative analysis for decision makers formerly known as quantitative methods for decision makers helps
students to understand the relevance of quantitative methods of analysis to management decision making by
relating techniques directly to real life business decisions in public and private sector organisations and focuses on
developing appropriate skills and understanding of how the techniques fit into the wider management process key
features the use of real data sets to show how analytical techniques are used in practice qadm in action case
studies illustrating how organisations benefit from the use of analytical techniques articles from the financial times
illustrating the use of such techniques in a variety of business settings fully worked examples and exercises
supported by excel data sets student progress check activities in each chapter with solutions a 300 page tutors
solutions manual
An Introduction to Quantitative Analysis in Economic Geography 1968 chemometric techniques for quantitative
analysis shows how to produce and use quantitative analytical calibrations in a laboratory or production
environment following a variety of methods how to estimate the time and resources needed to develop analytical
calibrations and how to employ the quantitative software provided with a wide range of instr
Quantitative Methods for Business 2004 hands on quantitative analysis practice based on real world scenarios the
quantitative investment analysis workbook provides a key component of effective learning practice as the
companion piece to quantitative investment analysis this workbook aligns with the text chapter by chapter to give
you the focused targeted exercises you need to fully understand each topic each chapter explicitly lays out the
learning objectives so you understand the why of each problem and brief chapter summaries help refresh your
memory on key points before you begin working the practice problems themselves reinforce the practitioner
oriented text and are designed to mirror the real world problems encountered every day in the field solutions are
provided to all of the problems for those who self study and an optional online instructor s manual brings this book
into the classroom with ease quantitative analysis is essential to the investment process but hypothetical pie in the
sky type practice scenarios only waste your time you need a globally relevant application guide with roots in the



real world industry so you can spend your time preparing for scenarios that you ll actually encounter this workbook
is your answer with practice problems covering the complete range of quantitative methods refresh your memory
with succinct chapter summaries enhance your understanding with topic specific practice problems work toward
explicit chapter objectives to internalize key information practice important techniques with real world applications
consistent mathematical notation topic coverage continuity and evenness of subject matter treatment are critical to
the learning process this workbook lives up to its reputation of clarity and provides investment oriented practice
based on actual changes taking place in the global investment community for those who want a practical route to
mastering quantitative methods the quantitative investment analysis workbook is your real world solution
Quantitative Analysis for Decision Makers, 7th Edition (Formally known as Quantitative Methods for
Decision Makers) 2019-05-12 a well balanced and accessible introduction to the elementary quantitative methods
and microsoft office excel applications used to guide business decision making featuring quantitative techniques
essential for modeling modern business situations introduction to quantitative methods in business with
applications using microsoft office excel provides guidance to assessing real world data sets using excel the book
presents a balanced approach to the mathematical tools and techniques with applications used in the areas of
business finance economics marketing and operations the authors begin by establishing a solid foundation of basic
mathematics and statistics before moving on to more advanced concepts the first part of the book starts by
developing basic quantitative techniques such as arithmetic operations functions and graphs and elementary
differentiations rates of change and integration after a review of these techniques the second part details both
linear and nonlinear models of business activity extensively classroom tested introduction to quantitative methods
in business with applications using microsoft office excel also includes numerous examples and practice problems
that emphasize real world business quantitative techniques and applications excel based computer software
routines that explore calculations for an assortment of tasks including graphing formula usage solving equations
and data analysis end of chapter sections detailing the excel applications and techniques used to address data and
solutions using large data sets a companion website that includes chapter summaries excel data sets sample
exams and quizzes lecture slides and an instructors solutions manual introduction to quantitative methods in
business with applications using microsoft office excel is an excellent textbook for undergraduate level courses on
quantitative methods in business economics finance marketing operations and statistics the book is also an ideal
reference for readers with little or no quantitative background who require a better understanding of basic
mathematical and statistical concepts used in economics and business bharat kolluri ph d is professor of economics
in the department of economics finance and insurance at the university of hartford a member of the american
economics association his research interests include econometrics business statistics quantitative decision making
applied macroeconomics applied microeconomics and corporate finance michael j panik ph d is professor emeritus
in the department of economics finance and insurance at the university of hartford he has served as a consultant to
the connecticut department of motor vehicles as well as to a variety of health care organizations in addition dr
panik is the author of numerous books including growth curve modeling theory and applications and statistical
inference a short course both published by wiley rao n singamsetti ph d is associate professor in the department of
economics finance and insurance at the university of hartford a member of the american economics association his
research interests include the status of war on poverty in the united states since the 1960s and forecasting foreign
exchange rates using econometric methods
Quantitative Analysis for Management 1991 how to study the past using data quantitative analysis for historical
social science advances historical research in the social sciences by bridging the divide between qualitative and
quantitative analysis gregory wawro and ira katznelson argue for an expansion of the standard quantitative
methodological toolkit with a set of innovative approaches that better capture nuances missed by more commonly
used statistical methods demonstrating how to employ such promising tools wawro and katznelson address the
criticisms made by prominent historians and historically oriented social scientists regarding the shortcomings of
mainstream quantitative approaches for studying the past traditional statistical methods have been inadequate in
addressing temporality periodicity specificity and context features central to good historical analysis to address
these shortcomings wawro and katznelson argue for the application of alternative approaches that are particularly
well suited to incorporating these features in empirical investigations the authors demonstrate the advantages of
these techniques with replications of research that locate structural breaks and uncover temporal evolution they
develop new practices for testing claims about path dependence in time series data and they discuss the promise
and perils of using historical approaches to enhance causal inference opening a dialogue among traditional



qualitative scholars and applied quantitative social scientists focusing on history quantitative analysis for historical
social science illustrates powerful ways to move historical social science research forward
Chemometric Techniques for Quantitative Analysis 1998-06-10 guides readers through the quantitative data
analysis process including contextualizing data within a research situation connecting data to the appropriate
statistical tests and drawing valid conclusions introduction to quantitative data analysis in the behavioral and social
sciences presents a clear and accessible introduction to the basics of quantitative data analysis and focuses on how
to use statistical tests as a key tool for analyzing research data the book presents the entire data analysis process
as a cyclical multiphase process and addresses the processes of exploratory analysis decision making for
performing parametric or nonparametric analysis and practical significance determination in addition the author
details how data analysis is used to reveal the underlying patterns and relationships between the variables and
connects those trends to the data s contextual situation filling the gap in quantitative data analysis literature this
book teaches the methods and thought processes behind data analysis rather than how to perform the study itself
or how to perform individual statistical tests with a clear and conversational style readers are provided with a better
understanding of the overall structure and methodology behind performing a data analysis as well as the needed
techniques to make informed meaningful decisions during data analysis the book features numerous data analysis
examples in order to emphasize the decision and thought processes that are best followed and self contained
sections throughout separate the statistical data analysis from the detailed discussion of the concepts allowing
readers to reference a specific section of the book for immediate solutions to problems and or applications
introduction to quantitative data analysis in the behavioral and social sciences also features coverage of the
following the overall methodology and research mind set for how to approach quantitative data analysis and how to
use statistics tests as part of research data analysis a comprehensive understanding of the data its connection to a
research situation and the most appropriate statistical tests for the data numerous data analysis problems and
worked out examples to illustrate the decision and thought processes that reveal underlying patterns and trends
detailed examples of the main concepts to aid readers in gaining the needed skills to perform a full analysis of
research problems a conversational tone to effectively introduce readers to the basics of how to perform data
analysis as well as make meaningful decisions during data analysis introduction to quantitative data analysis in the
behavioral and social sciences is an ideal textbook for upper undergraduate and graduate level research method
courses in the behavioral and social sciences statistics and engineering this book is also an appropriate reference
for practitioners who require a review of quantitative research methods michael j albers ph d is professor in the
department of english at east carolina university his research interests include information design with a focus on
answering real world questions the presentation of complex information and human information interaction dr
albers received his ph d in technical communication and rhetoric from texas tech university
Quantitative Investment Analysis Workbook 2015-11-09 basic tools and methods of analysis theory and
calculations of analytical chemistry titrimetric methods of analysis gravimetric analysis by precipitation light and
electrical methods of analysis
Introduction to Quantitative Methods in Business 2016-08-01 contains lectures presented at the courant
institute s mathematical finance seminar
Time Counts 2022-05-03 your complete guide to quantitative analysis in the investment industry quantitative
investment analysis third edition is a newly revised and updated text that presents you with a blend of theory and
practice materials to guide you through the use of statistics within the context of finance and investment with equal
focus on theoretical concepts and their practical applications this approachable resource offers features such as
learning outcome statements that are targeted at helping you understand retain and apply the information you
have learned throughout the text s chapters you explore a wide range of topics such as the time value of money
discounted cash flow applications common probability distributions sampling and estimation hypothesis testing and
correlation and regression applying quantitative analysis to the investment process is an important task for
investment pros and students a reference that provides even subject matter treatment consistent mathematical
notation and continuity in topic coverage will make the learning process easier and will bolster your success explore
the materials you need to apply quantitative analysis to finance and investment data even if you have no previous
knowledge of this subject area access updated content that offers insight into the latest topics relevant to the field
consider a wide range of subject areas within the text including chapters on multiple regression issues in regression
analysis time series analysis and portfolio concepts leverage supplemental materials including the companion
workbook and instructor s manual sold separately quantitative investment analysis third edition is a fundamental



resource that covers the wide range of quantitative methods you need to know in order to apply quantitative
analysis to the investment process
Introduction to Quantitative Data Analysis in the Behavioral and Social Sciences 2017-02-21 an annual
publication to disseminate developments in the quantitative analysis of finance and accounting this publication is a
forum for statistical and quantitative analyses of issues in finance and accounting as well as applications of
quantitative methods to problems in financial management financial accounting and business management
Quantitative Analysis 1958-01 this book is a comprehensive guide to quantitative analysis in chemistry it provides a
detailed overview of the principles and techniques of analytical chemistry including statistical methods chemical
equilibria and spectroscopy with numerous examples and exercises this book is an essential resource for students
and researchers in the field this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Quantitative Analysis in Financial Markets 1999 quantitative methods for the project manager is for professional
project managers who need to know how to make everyday use of numerical analysis it combines theory and
practices and is designed to be easily applied
Quantitative Investment Analysis 2015-10-15 bringing together the techniques required to understand interpret
and quantify the processes involved when exploring structures and relationships in questionnaire data quantitative
analysis of questionnaires provides the knowledge and capability for a greater understanding of choice decisions
the ideal companion for non mathematical students with no prior knowledge of quantitative methods it highlights
how to uncover and explore what lies within data that cannot be achieved through descriptive statistics this book
introduces significance testing contingency tables correlations factor analysis exploratory and confirmatory
regression linear and logistic discrete choice theory and item response theory using simple and clear methodology
and rich examples from a range of settings this book provides hands on analysis with data sets from both spss and
stata packages explores how to articulate the calculations and theory around statistical techniques offers workable
examples in each chapter with concepts applications and proofs to help produce a higher quality of research
outputs discusses the use of formulas in the appendix for those who wish to explore a greater mathematical
understanding of the concepts quantitative analysis of questionnaires is the ideal introductory textbook for any
student looking to begin and or improve statistical learning as well as interpretation
Advances in Quantitative Analysis of Finance and Accounting 2006 here the authors present modern
methods of analysis for nonlinear systems which may occur in fields such as physics chemistry biology or
economics they concentrate on the following topics specific for such systems a constructive existence results and
regularity theorems for all weak solutions b convergence results for solutions and their approximations c uniform
global behavior of solutions in time and d pointwise behavior of solutions for autonomous problems with possible
gaps by the phase variables the general methodology for the investigation of dissipative dynamical systems with
several applications including nonlinear parabolic equations of divergent form nonlinear stochastic equations of
parabolic type unilateral problems nonlinear pdes on riemannian manifolds with or without boundary contact
problems as well as particular examples is established as such the book is addressed to a wide circle of
mathematical mechanical and engineering readers
Quantitative Analysis 2023-07-18 general monographs alphabetically arranged and consisting of methods for
quantitative determination of the substance its salts and preparations of which it is a principal con stituent synthetic
organic compounds methods for determination of substances not included in the general monographs essential oils
oils fats and waxes appendices i determination of alcohol content ii complexometric titrations iii non aqueous
titrations iv the oxygen flask combustion technique v determination of water vi extraneous matter in food and drugs
vii microbiological assays vii
Quantitative Methods in Project Management 2003-12-15 introduction to quantitative research methods is a
student friendly introduction to quantitative research methods and basic statistics it uses a detective theme
throughout the text to show how quantitative methods have been used to solve real life problems the book focuses
on principles and techniques that are appropriate to introductory level courses in media psychology and sociology
examples and illustrations are drawn from historical and contemporary research in the social sciences the original



cd rom accompanying the book and its content are no longer available
Quantitative analysis 1988 this textbook introduces international education scholars professionals and graduate
students to quantitative research methods it provides them with the most foundational and useful concepts in
quantitative analysis using international education themes for all examples and practice problems readers will have
a foundation to pursue more advanced methods and analyses whether through formal training or future individual
study the book assumes no prior knowledge of quantitative analysis and is written for individuals who are new to
statistics practice problems are found at the end of all substantive chapters and datasets are provided so that
readers can practice the analyses that are presented moreover in each chapter different statistical approaches are
illustrated with real examples from international education research these examples provide context for each
statistical method and represent a wide variety of contexts in international education research covering a variety of
international education topics and a variety of regions of the world from the instructor perspective these example
studies could be used as additional course reading moreover supplemental material provides slides that instructors
can modify and use in conjunction with the text
Quantitative Analysis of Questionnaires 2020-01-08 excerpt from quantitative analysis since the publication of the
first edition of this book numerous changes have been made in the standardized methods of analysis of certain
industrial materials as adopted by official committees of various scientific societies in t h e present edition the dis
eussions and detailed procedure have been modified to conform to the revised methods wherever possible this
statement applies to the analysis of coal water fertilizers dairy products and insecticides a number of other
analytical methods are now described of which may be mentioned the gravimetric determination of the chloride
sulphate and phosphate radicals and the in direct determination oi the halogens the perchlorate method for
potassium the determination of chromium and vanadium in steel and the glyoxime method for nickel in steel the
analysis of brass and of soft bearing metals and the volumetric determina tion of zinc a part of the discussion of
metallography and treatment of steel has been rewritten and several new sections have been added to this portion
of the book new photomicrographs have been substituted for the old ones and about fifteen new figures have been
used at various points throughout the book the latter being the work of the author s students in chemical
engineering to whom grateful acknowledgment is due finally a new system of chapter division has been introduced
in order to give greater emphasis to the sections dealing with industrial analysis in the process of making these
changes a considerable portion of the book has been rewritten and the discussions have been amplified in the
interest of added clearness it is hoped that these changes will serve to enhance the usefulness of the book as a
college text and that the favor with which the first edition was so generously received will not be undeserved by the
present edition about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state
of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Quantitative Analysis 1985 presents a comprehensive introduction to analysing quantitative linguistic data starting
with an definition of quantitative data and how it differs from qualitative data seb rasinger examines what the
student linguist is trying to find out through analysing data and how quantitative techniques can help arrive at
meaningful and accurate conclusions this expanded 2nd edition now also includes a discussion of analysis of
variance anova and manova and provides a brief introduction to statistical meta analysis a companion website
allows readers to download crib sheets and excel templates for the main statistical tools the book introduces using
statistics variables reliability of data describing data analysing data testing hypotheses dealing with problematic
data each chapter includes graphs and figures explaining theory through worked examples chapter summaries and
exercises to aid student understanding an appendix containing a summary of statistical formulae excel commands
and statistical tables is included and is an invaluable resource presenting a down to earth and readable introduction
to quantitative research this book is a useful how to guide for students encountering quantitative data for the first
time or for postgraduates embarking on linguistic research projects
Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of Nonlinear Systems 2017-07-11 the pioneering texts in quantitative history
were written over two decades ago but as a command of methodological context computer experience and
statistical literacy have become increasingly important to the study of history the need for an introductory text
addressing these matters has increased quantitative methods for historians is a theoretical and practical guide for



the application of quantitative analysis in historical research it is designed for students of history and related
disciplines who are curious about the possibilities of quantification and want to learn more about its recent
development integrating the use of the statistical packages sas and spss with the quantitative method the authors
discuss techniques for defining a problem proceed to the building of a data set and the use of statistical methods
and conclude with the interpretation of results the data set section concentrates on the basics of formalized
research discussing the coding process and the more complicated problems of data transformation and linkage the
statistical parts systematically build upon traditional fundamentals and introduce new analytical techniques for
qualitative variables intended as a working introduction to quantitative methods this guide also provides additional
information on advanced statistical techniques and discusses questions of historical computing reflecting critically
on the proper role of quantitative methods
Quantitative Analysis for Management 2017 this book is an accessible introduction to quantitative dataanalysis
concentrating on the key issues facing those new toresearch such as how to decide which statistical procedure
issuitable and how to interpret the subsequent results each chapterincludes illustrative examples and a set of
exercises that allowsreaders to test their understanding of the topic the book writtenfor graduate students in the
social sciences public health andeducation offers a practical approach to making sociological senseout of a body of
quantitative data the book also will be useful tomore experienced researchers who need a readily accessible
handbookon quantitative methods the author has posted stata files updates and data sets athis website tinyurl com
treiman stata files data sets
The Quantitative Analysis of Drugs 2012-12-06 the studies in this volume with two exceptions were originally
presented at a round table conference for younger specialists in public finance held at turin in september 1968 in
conjunction with the annual meeting of the international institute of public finance
Introduction to Quantitative Research Methods 2001-04-10 a user friendly software package available for the
fields of quantitative methods qm management science ms or operations research or the software can be used
either to solve problems or to check answers which have been derived by hand it contains many models using qm
for windows
Quantitative Analysis 1963 praise for how i became a quant led by two top notch quants richard r lindsey and
barry schachter how i became a quant details the quirky world of quantitative analysis through stories told by some
of today s most successful quants for anyone who might have thought otherwise there are engaging personalities
behind all that number crunching ira kawaller kawaller co and the kawaller fund a fun and fascinating read this book
tells the story of how academics physicists mathematicians and other scientists became professional investors
managing billions david a krell president and ceo international securities exchange how i became a quant should be
must reading for all students with a quantitative aptitude it provides fascinating examples of the dynamic career
opportunities potentially open to anyone with the skills and passion for quantitative analysis roy d henriksson chief
investment officer advanced portfolio management quants those who design and implement mathematical models
for the pricing of derivatives assessment of risk or prediction of market movements are the backbone of today s
investment industry as the greater volatility of current financial markets has driven investors to seek shelter from
increasing uncertainty the quant revolution has given people the opportunity to avoid unwanted financial risk by
literally trading it away or more specifically paying someone else to take on the unwanted risk how i became a
quant reveals the faces behind the quant revolution offering you the chance to learn firsthand what it s like to be a
quant today in this fascinating collection of wall street war stories more than two dozen quants detail their roots
roles and contributions explaining what they do and how they do it as well as outlining the sometimes unexpected
paths they have followed from the halls of academia to the front lines of an investment revolution
Introduction to Quantitative Analysis for International Educators 2022-04-25 there s no doubt that a
manager s job is getting tougher do it better do it faster do it cheaper are the pressures every manager faces and
at the heart of every manager s job is decision making deciding what to do and how to do it this well respected text
looks at how quantitative analysis techniques can be used effectively to support such decision making as a
manager developing a good understanding of the quantitative analysis techniques at your disposal is crucial
knowing how and when to use them and what their results really mean can be the difference between making a
good or bad decision and ultimately between business success and failure appealing both to students on
introductory level courses and to mba and postgraduate students this internationally successful text provides an
accessible introduction to a subject area that students often find difficult quantitative analysis for decision makers
formerly known as quantitative methods for decision makers helps students to understand the relevance of



quantitative methods of analysis to management decision making by relating techniques directly to real life
business decisions in public and private sector organisations and focuses on developing appropriate skills and
understanding of how the techniques fit into the wider management process the full text downloaded to your
computer with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study
share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the
bookshelf available as a free download available online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll
gain instant access to this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to
access your digital ebook products whilst you have your bookshelf installed
Quantitative Analysis (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-11 an authoritative guide to quantitative methods that will help
wildlife scientists improve analysis and decision making over the past fifty years wildlife science has become
increasingly quantitative but to wildlife scientists many of whom have not been formally trained as biometricians
computer modelers or mathematicians the wide array of available techniques for analyzing wildlife populations and
habitats can be overwhelming this practical book aims to help students and professionals alike understand how to
use quantitative methods to inform their work in the field covering the most widely used contemporary approaches
to the analysis of wildlife populations and habitats quantitative analyses in wildlife science is divided into five broad
areas general statistical methods demographic estimation dynamic process modeling analysis of spatially based
data on animals and resources numerical methods addressing a variety of topics from population estimation and
growth trend predictions to the study of migration patterns this book presents fresh data on such pressing issues as
sustainable take control of invasives and species reintroduction authored by leading researchers in wildlife science
each chapter considers the structure of data in relation to a particular analytical technique as well as the structure
of variation in those data providing conceptual and quantitative overviews of modern analytical methods the
techniques covered in this book also apply to conservation research and wildlife policy whether a quick refresher or
a comprehensive introduction is called for quantitative analyses in wildlife science is an indispensable addition to
every wildlife professional s bookshelf contributors william m block leonard a brennan stephen t buckland
christopher c chizinski evan c cooch raymond j davis stephen j demaso randy w deyoung jane elith joseph j fontane
julie a heinrichs mevin b hooten julianna m a jenkins zachary s laden damon b lesmeister daniel linden jeffrey j lusk
bruce g marcot david l miller michael l morrison eric rexstad jamie s sanderlin joseph p sands erica f stuber chris
sutherland andrew n tri david b wester gary c white christopher k williams damon l williford
An Introduction to Quantitative Analysis in Human Geography 1973
Quantitative Research in Linguistics 2013-12-05
Quantitative Methods for Historians 2016-08-01
Nonparametric Methods for Quantitative Analysis 1997
Quantitative Data Analysis 2014-01-30
Quantitative Analysis in Public Finance 1969
Quantitative Analysis 1954
Quantitative Analysis for Management 1997
How I Became a Quant 2011-01-11
Quantitative Analysis for Decision Makers 2019-11-27
Quantitative Analyses in Wildlife Science 2019-09-10
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